
Beaded Stars Cell Phone Case
Project C1026   [Skill Level: Intermediate]
Designer: Megan Milliken

The whole surface of this iPhone case is covered in shimmering, tiny beads! Give your phone a lux, eye-catching look.

What You'll Need

BeadSmith BeadlePoint Stitchable Phone Case Fits iPhone 4/4S - Light Blue
SKU: XTL-9807
Project uses 1 piece

BeadSmith - BeadlePoint Stitchable Phone Case Template Booklet - 15 Designs
SKU: ZBK-1155
Project uses 1 piece

Crystal Fireline Braided Beading Thread .006 In. 15 Yards
SKU: XCR-1280
Project uses 1 spool

Toho Round Seed Beads 15/0 41 Opaque White 8 Gram Tube
SKU: JSO-0026
Project uses 1 tube

Toho Round Seed Beads 15/0 2224 'Silver Lined Purple' 8g
SKU: JSO-0302
Project uses 1 tube

Toho Round Seed Beads 15/0 23B 'Silver Lined Dark Aqua' 8g
SKU: JSO-0304
Project uses 1 tube

Specialized Tools

English Beading Needles Size 12 (4 Needles)
SKU: XTL-3006

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp
SKU: XTL-5700 - Copy

Instructions:

While the technique used in this project is relatively simple, keep in mind, it is a very time consuming process.

1. Before you begin, watch the instructional video: How to Stitch a BeadlePoint Cell Phone Case. This video will demonstrate the
technique used to stitch the beads onto your case, and how to start and end your threads.

2. This project uses the "Rock Star" pattern from the BeadlePoint template booklet. Instead of using the colors listed in the booklet,
I've chosen a silver lined dark aqua for the background that matches my light blue case. I'm using a shiny white instead of matte
white, and a pretty silver lined purple instead of matte lavender. When following the pattern, simply substitute your colors for the
ones shown.

3. Using the technique demonstrated in the video, start at the top left corner of the case and pattern and fill in according to the pattern.
As you work, you'll need to tie off and add new thread as shown in the video.

Variations

Play with different bead colors and case colors to give your case a different look.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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